Chiles Virtual Classroom Policies Agreement

Academic and moral integrity is a part of the student’s responsibility when using a virtual platform. Whether you are sitting in a classroom as a “Brick and Mortar” student or sitting at home in our “Digital Academy,” there are standards and policies that define us as Timberwolves.

**Academic Integrity means:**
- Students submit *their own* work for assignments and assessments.
- Students *do not receive unauthorized assistance* on assignments and assessments.
- Students *do not provide unauthorized assistance* to other students.
- Students *will not misuse content* from the Internet or other published source.
- Parents *will supervise students* to monitor their adherence to the rules of academic integrity.

**Moral Integrity means:**
- Students *will not* display obscene or lewd images.
- Students *will not* chat, text or message lewd, racially charged, harassing or inappropriate communication in any digital form.
- Students *will have the approved Chiles Background*, green screen, or blurred background on all TEAMS or Zoom meetings.
- Students *will be in proper dress code* when meeting in TEAMS and Zoom.
- *Sharing passwords or logins is prohibited*. Never let another person use your school accounts.
- Students/Parents *will not make unauthorized recordings* of other students, teachers or digital classrooms.
- Students will participate and communicate in the classroom virtual setting, not parents or other members of the household.

**Chiles High School** takes the importance of education and a positive learning environment seriously. Violations of the above policies will have both classroom and disciplinary actions. All Social Media or digital communications that occurs on or off campus could potentially have an impact on the school environment. If the conduct is deemed to be dangerous to the safety or welfare of students or employees and/or infringes upon the rights of others, then appropriate consequences will be administered.

**Brick and Mortar Students** - These infractions require a formal consequences ranging from a minimum of 3 days of OFI to a recommendation of expulsion from Leon County Schools.

**Digital Academy Students** – These infractions require a formal consequence and will result in a minimum of 3 days of reduced access/engagement within the digital classroom to a recommendation of expulsion from Leon County Schools.

Student Name __________________________________________

Student Signature ____________________________ Date __________________________

Parent Name __________________________________________

Parent Signature ____________________________ Date __________________________